The numerical studies of control problems in quantum chemistry go through the computer simulation of the dynamical phenomena involved. These simulations are in many cases too expensive to be carried out for complex systems, precluding thus treatment of interesting practical situations.
Introduction
The control of quantum mechanical systems has long tradition in using numerical computer simulations in order to model and understand intricate practical situations encountered in complex laboratory experiments [l] . However, even when these simulations refer to simple systems they are very costly in computational resources and require long times to be carried on. On the other hand, in the nowadays hardware environments, CPU power is not such a scarce resource and, for instance, the price of constructing a high-speed networked cluster of PCs is now within the financial means of most academic departments. The bottleneck comes thus not from the lack of processors but rather from the intrinsic sequential nature of the simulations used in quantum control which mostly deal with evolution equations. In order t o address this situation, a discretization scheme parallel in time was proposed [4] ; this scheme, called the "parareal" time scheme, decomposes the time evolution in several independent sub-problems which are evolved simultaneously (in parallel) on different processors. Necessary corrections are then applied to the results thus obtained in an iterative manner leading to (fast) convergence to the exact result (allowing to envision real time simulations). This scheme was applied with success to the linear [4] and non-linear PDEs [3] , to the equations of the molecular dynamics [2] and also for a first application to control problems [5] . Within this context, the goal of this paper is to discuss the specificities required by the application of this "parareal" time scheme to quantum control settings. The necessary dynamical equations are presented in Section 2 together with the adequated algorithms to solve the control problem. The parareal scheme is presented in Section 3 followed in Section 4 by implementation details and numerical results. Finally, a discussion and some perspectives are developped in Section 5. In the presence of an external interaction taken here as an electric field modeled by a coupling operator given by an amplitude e ( t ) E R and a time independent dipole moment operator p the Hamiltonian Ho is replaced by H = Hoe ( t ) f i that gives rise to the dynamical equations to be controlled:
The optimal control approach is to assess the fitness of the final state $ ( T ) = $ ( z , T ) through the introduction of a cost functional J to be optimized; this cost functional includes on one hand terms that describe how well the objective has been met and on the other hand terms that penalize undesired effects. ence .f,,eZ(t)dt; the optimum evolution will therefore strike a balance between using a not too expensive laser fluence while simultaneously ensuring the desired observable has a sufficiently large value.
The maximization of the cost functional J ( e )
can be realized by writing down the EulerLagrange critical point equations; a standard way to derive these equations is to introduce an adjoint state X(t,z) (used as a Lagrange multiplier). The following equations are thus obtained 191:
One efficient choice for solving in practice the critical point equations (4)- (6) is themonotonically convergent iterative algorithm equation of Zhu&Rabitz [9] that c m be described by the resolution of the following equations at step k : d
dt --U(t) = AU(t)
Let us also mention the formulation of 161 that was also used here
Parareal time discretization
Consider a general evolution equation 
G(T,; T,+l)uk+' which is cheap since it involves
the coarse propagator.
When this scheme is applied t o the setting of the quantum control, a desirable property is that the update formula of Eqn. (15) 
G(T,, T,+~)u! into G(T,, T,+I)U!+~.
This update formula will preserve the norm of the state as soon as the fine evolution F(T,:Tn+l) is norm preserving. In order to test the parareal algorithm for quantum control problems we have chosen the case of a Morse potential type 0 -H bond.
The model was taken to be the one described in [8] page 1958 (first test case: from $0 = 10)
to $T = Il), T = 30000 a.u.). The fine propagator F was taken to correspond to the splitoperator propagation method (of second order in the state and first-order in the field)
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with a time step dt = 1 a.u. and a spacial discretization of dz = 0.234 a.u. The coarse propagator G was taken to correspond to the same numerical scheme but with a larger time step, DT = T / N = 10 a.u.; it is therefore DT/dt = 10 times faster to apply the coarse propagator G than it is to compute the fine propagator F .
Remark. One can also think of a coarse propagator that corresponds to the evolution of the system within the space spanned by the first e eigenfunctions of the internal Hamiltonian HO (e.g. e = 10). The numerical results corresponding to this approach, not reported here, show promising perspectives but work is still needed in this direction to improve its performance.
In the first test of our parallel scheme we consider that the optimal field t ( t ) that maximizes J(E) is known and we check that the parareal scheme is able to recover the evolution of the system. The numerical results are presented in Fig. 1 and 2 where it is demonstrated that the parareal scheme improves the results obtained by the coarse propagator only. Depending on the tolerance, two or three parareal iterations suffice, which results in a speed-up by a factor of 5 or 3.33 respectively. As expected,'the performance of the scheme in Eqn. (16) In an effort to introduce the parallel in time discretization for the simulation of quantum Finally, the quantum control problem was considered. The problem was solved with the (11) with 6 = 1 = n.
control problems we have presented here our preliminary studies that show the feasibility of the parareal implementations. Much work is still to be done in the direction of choosing more efficient coarse propagators and also in the adaptation of the overall scheme to equations (like those of the quantum control) where conservation laws are present. This results, even if encouraging, still need to be improved in order to gain in reliability and stability. The natural continuation would be the search for efficient entangled control-parareal formulation as in [5] in order to combine the parareal u p date directly with the control iterations.
